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was immediate. We were both out of bed in a split second,
and lost no time in yanking the mattress back under the
window sill.
It was five minutes before the sniper fired again, this time
missing the window. His less accurate shooting was due per-
haps to the fact that we had obscured the target by getting
rid of the candle. The brunette gentleman, we decided, must
have been somebody else's sniper. Our own was still in action.
The next day saw the Dublin rebellion suddenly crack.
I recall hundreds of prisoners filing along the dock at night
and aboard a steamer, being taken to prison camps in Eng-
land. They were the rank and file of the secession movement
mixed indiscriminately with their leaders. Here were the low-
brow of the Dublin slums for the most part, men whom Tom
Larkin and others had whipped into action and an enthusiasm
for a free Ireland allied with Germany. But standing out
like brilliant lights in the slow-moving column of some
eight hundred men were the idealist type, the intellectual,
the college professor, the patriot, and the martyr glorying
in his captivity.
In that column somewhere were men who are to-day high
in the councils of the Irish Free State. Theirs was a cause.
Their bad fortune at that time was only a temporary setback.
The era in Irish history, which has placed the Emerald Isle
on a level with other British dominions, has created the Dail,
and has given to Irish statesmen a free outlet of speech, is like
a burst of sunshine after the dark. But if this change had not
come, there were men of that type in the prisoners* march of
1916 who would still be fighting on.
Sir Roger Casement, undoubtedly the chief fomenter of
this rebellion, had that sort of courage. I hold no brief for
his method of soliciting German aid at a time when Great
Britain was at death grips with the Central Powers on the

